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Abstract

Knowledge work support is crucial for many organizations. Knowledge work is less structured and routinized, dynamic and in need of support by information and communication technologies. Knowledge workers are, therefore, often granted substantial freedom of choice for self-organization with respect to their personal workspace, intended to enhance their effectiveness, creativity and productivity. What remains unclear is how knowledge workers use this freedom of choice to organize their personal information resources and aids for work – their personal workspaces. How do personal workspaces look like, how are they used by their creators to fulfill their tasks and what effects does their use have on knowledge work productivity? In this paper, we present the findings of an in-depth study employing interpretative research based on a series of 27 interviews with nine knowledge workers. We present four perspectives on personal workspaces: (1) archive, (2) perpetual beta, (3) personal branding and (4) territory. These perspectives can help to understand how knowledge workers use their personal workspace, to discuss personal workspace use from different viewpoints and to stimulate further empirical research by building the necessary ground for research into knowledge work support.
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1 Introduction

Organizations have been using personalization strategies for years as powerful instruments to “provide creative, analytically rigorous advice […] by channeling individual expertise” (Hansen et al., 1999, 109). In particular, knowledge workers (KWs) – persons who are engaged in work with a low level of standardization that addresses symbols and abstract knowledge (Pyöriä, 2005) – are managed under the paradigm of personalization, being granted a high degree of self-leadership responsibility (Pearce & Manz, 2005, 133), as a response to the bottom-up demands of this workforce (Pearce & Barkus, 2004, 47).

By pursuing a personalization strategy, organizations are providing substantial freedom of choice to their employees, who organize themselves de-centrally. Letting KWs choose, configure or develop their own solutions with respect to information and communication technologies (ICT) is, for example, a critical issue for many organizations and is commonly intended to yield higher productivity in the execution of their professional tasks (Davenport et al., 2002, 28). As a result, KWs are given a certain freedom of choice with respect to artifacts that they want to use to do their work. We will further refer to the self-organized arrangement of artifacts – information containers and access technologies – as personal workspace (PWS). We refine this definition based on our findings in Section 4.

What remains unanswered is, however, how KWs use this freedom of choice with respect to their PWS and how their work is effected by this use, for instance, in terms of effectiveness, creativity and productivity concerning the tasks they need to fulfill. This research gap has been acknowledged in past research calling for future work on KWs’ strategies with respect to technology gaps (Bailey & Konstant, 2006, 728) and increased access to data and new technology (Davis, 2002, 73) as well as the integration and governance of KWs’ self-made applications in corporate settings (Cherbakov et al., 2007, 18). In particular, it is unclear how the results of self-organization – the actual PWS – look like. Hence, this paper addresses the research questions: how do knowledge workers self-organize artifacts and what roles do the resulting PWSs play in their work?

Using an interpretive lens we conducted in-depth interviews with KWs, who are granted different levels of choice with respect to organizing their PWS. In particular, we analyzed these interviews for the perspectives that our interviewees have attached to their PWS and the way these PWSs are used. As a result, we were able to uncover the ways KWs see their own PWS arrangements in the context of their work. Our paper is structured as follows: After this introduction, we discuss the core concepts of our work (Section 2), explain our study’s approach (Section 3), present our results (Section 4), discuss our findings (Section 5) and give implications of our work (Section 6).

2 Foundation

Individuals in the context of KW are engaged in ill-structured and creative work, mostly handling abstract knowledge, being in need of strong, formal education, socialization and on-the-job learning, facing a low level of standardization of work and producing as well as consuming information (Drucker, 1959; Kelloway & Barling, 2000; Pyöriä, 2005, 124; Schultze, 2004, 46). In addition to that, they often require strong and flexible support with ICT and organize themselves in a self-directed manner (Maier, 2007, 46-47). Knowledge work shows conceptual overlaps with other concepts such as creative worker (Greenberg, 1992, 75). The term knowledge work has been coined by Drucker (1959, 69) and has both, proponents and opponents. It has been skeptically discussed for its potentially discriminating momentum (Schultze, 2004, 55) and the role of ambiguity, rhetoric and image construction (Alvesson, 2001, 876). Therefore, it is suggested to understand knowledge work as an ideal-type concept of work (Pyöriä, 2005, 123-124).

Alongside the defined characteristics, knowledge work has been described with a focus on work practices and thus on what people do rather than on what they know (Blackler et al., 1993). This activity-oriented perspective has been repeatedly used to study knowledge work, for instance, as knowledge processes (Davenport et al., 1996) or as knowledge manipulation episodes (Holsapple & Jones, 2004).
Examples for knowledge activities are acquiring, creating, gathering, organizing, packaging, maintaining, systemizing, communicating and applying knowledge (Davenport et al., 1996; Holsapple & Whinston, 1987, 87; Kelloway & Barling, 2000). Some of the collections of activities were found in profound qualitative studies such as the four practices ex-pressing, translating, monitoring (Schultze, 2000) and networking (Knights et al., 1993), and are, thus, a well described and valuable starting point for new research as ours. Ex-pressing is the activity of knowledge extraction into words and linear texts, which aims at objectifying this knowledge to a larger audience. Translating is the knowledge translation activity aiming at transferring knowledge from one domain into another. Monitoring is an information gathering activity, conducted unobtrusively to get a wide variety of just-in-case information on a continuous basis (Schultze, 2000, 19). Networking is, finally, the expressing of knowledge relations between actors aimed at disseminating, legitimizing and solidifying the individual’s reality.

Knowledge work is not principally bound to the use of technology (Pyörälä, 2005, 122), but might benefit from a strong, but flexible support with ICT (Maier, 2007, 47). There are already some conceptions of technology available for the context of knowledge work. Some of them are, for example, knowledge building environments (Scardamalia & Bereiter, 2003), authentic learning environments (Gulikers et al., 2005) or task tracer environments (Dragunov et al., 2005).

These environments use a combination of ICT in the form of resources, which contain information and methods, which are used to tap these containers. This could, for instance, be persons communicating with the help of a virtual notice board (Scardamalia & Bereiter, 2003, 5), multimedia sources that are accessed by a software program (Gulikers et al., 2005, 512) or an event database that is accessed by a search algorithm (Dragunov et al., 2005, 77).

We will use the term PWS to refer to individuals’ perspectives on their self-organization of potentially accessible and adaptable information containers as well as information technologies that are used to tap these containers. Self-organization means here that the individuals have invested some perceived composition effort to shape the containers and/or technologies according to their ideas. The notion of technology is not bound to computer technology, but rather addresses all means that are used for conduction of work, no matter if they are attached to the use of a computer or not. We focus our investigation on PWSs that are used by knowledge workers to support professional activities in organizational settings.

3 Methodology

Our epistemological position is that scientific knowledge comprises facts and values, which are hard to disentangle (Archer, 1988, 273). We have used an interpretative approach (Myers & Walsham, 1998) to guide our research. Our data collection aimed at revealing deep insight into the focused phenomenon of PWS organization. One of the authors conducted 27 in-depth interviews between October 2011 and July 2012. These involved nine interviewees with three interviews each.

We have limited our focus in data collection to the particular knowledge work activity of monitoring, as it has been described for knowledge work and is mostly independent of the particular job description. Hence, monitoring can be found in various job contexts like higher management (Cousins & Robey, 2005, 166), clerical activities (Schultze, 2000, 17) or research (Mårtensson & Lee, 2004, 515).

We conducted three consecutive sessions involving semi-structured interviews (Miles & Huberman, 1994, 34-37). We used appreciative interviews (Schultze & Avital, 2011, 6-8) in our first session. These are especially applicable to research situations in which the researcher aims to create a trusted atmosphere to encourage the interviewee’s participation (Kolb, 1984, 103-106). We divided these interviews into a retrospective and a prospective part (Avital, 2003, 6-7), where we tried to shed light on each interviewee’s current and desired PWS situation with respect to monitoring. These interviews resulted in rich descriptions of our interviewees’ work context. We then used graphic elicitation interviews (Crilly et al., 2006) in a second session, employing diagrams to assist the interviewees’ descriptions of their PWSs that helped to transfer complex social experiences (Mason, 2006, 10). We asked our interviewees to use the already addressed PWS elements, extend them with missing ones and arrange them on a sheet of paper, putting those elements with the highest ‘inner presence’ near the center and less...
important elements further away from it. The interview subsequently focused on this diagram. These interviews resulted in comprehensive descriptions of PWS arrangements. We finally used laddering interviews (Reynolds & Gutman, 1988) in a third session, which aimed at uncovering the values attached to PWS arrangements by repeatedly asking, why some PWS elements were important to the interviewee. This process started with a set of element attributes that were identified through a sorting process. We used triadic sorting to uncover all bi-polar oppositions (Kelly, 1992, 154-155) between the most central PWS elements of each interviewee. The resulting means-end chains departed from these attributes and yielded consequences and values attached to them. The probing was done until the interviewee could not come up with any new answers (Sørensen & Askegaard, 2007, 65).

Data analysis started with transferring all interviews into written format, resulting in approximately 27 hours of recorded material and 590 pages of transcript. We used open coding to conceptualize emerging phenomena from the textual material (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, 61). These were describable incidents upon which a set of actions were directed (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, 96). The coding procedure was closely attended by constantly comparing concepts amongst each other (Glaser, 1965). In a second phase of coding, we moved further towards axial coding – the process of putting back and forth the results of open coding together in new ways to reveal more general concepts (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, 96). This process was dominated by combining, regrouping and renaming of concepts into more generic categories. Again, this required constant comparison to ensure consistency in the resulting high-level categories (Glaser, 1965). These categories were used to describe the structure of each interviewee’s story. They marked the different stances that interviewees’ took with respect to their PWS. With respect to this general metaphor of viewing PWSs, we have labelled these stances perspectives. We will describe each perspective in the upcoming section. The whole coding process was accompanied by writing memos (Miles & Huberman, 1994, 72-75).

Sampling was done on the account of conceptual considerations. This aimed at being able to compare and contrast the responses of our interviewees with respect to their contexts (Kuzel, 1992, 43). We decided to ask for (1) at least one year of employment in the respective profession, (2) the occupation of a computerized workplace and (3) the willingness to participate in all three stages of the study as minimum requirements for a person to be selected as an interview partner. For the purpose of initiating interviews, we had a list of twenty potential interview partners, which we could make a contact to. These contacts were either personally known or had been recommended by other persons. This approach of asking ‘well-situated people’ for potential interview partners is a typically sampling approach in qualitative research (Faugier & Sargeant, 1997, 792; Patton, 2002, 237).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interviewee</th>
<th>Job title</th>
<th>Organization sector*</th>
<th>Organization size †</th>
<th>Choice †</th>
<th>Duration of Employment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABR</td>
<td>Management System Responsible</td>
<td>Manufacture of wood and paper products, and printing (CC)</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODY</td>
<td>Key-Account Manager</td>
<td>Manufacture of electrical equipment (CJ)</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DON</td>
<td>Chief Executive Officer</td>
<td>Wholesale trade, except of motor vehicles and motorcycles (G)</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INA</td>
<td>Project Manager</td>
<td>IT and other information services (IC)</td>
<td>large</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAN</td>
<td>Quality Manager</td>
<td>Manufacture of wood and paper products, and printing (CC)</td>
<td>large</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHN</td>
<td>Developer</td>
<td>IT and other information services (IC)</td>
<td>small</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONA</td>
<td>Active-Passive Manager</td>
<td>Financial and insurance activities (K)</td>
<td>large</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RILEY</td>
<td>Project Manager</td>
<td>Manufacture of machinery and equipment n.e.c. (CK)</td>
<td>large</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAM</td>
<td>Public Relations Manager</td>
<td>Residential care and social work activities (QB)</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* small = 1 to 49 employees; medium = 50 to 249 employees; large = 250 and more (OECD & Eurostat, 2003); † small = interviewee has little or almost no choice with respect to his PWS organization; moderate = interviewee has a menu with defined options from which he/she can choose; high = interviewee is allowed to determine numerous aspects of their work (Davenport et al., 2002)

Table 1. Sample characteristics
As shown in Table 1, we have set up a typology of three criteria to describe our sample of interviewees. We made sure that these criteria were easy to check during the interviews. The first criterion was organizational size, which had been shown to have an influence on organizational culture (Gray et al., 2003). We chose this criterion as we wanted to see how people in different organizational settings organize their PWS. The second criterion was the level of choice, admitted to KWs by their organization, which influences the individual KW’s feeling of autonomy and satisfaction (Davenport et al., 2002, 28). We chose this criterion as we wanted to see the influence of the organizational regime on PWS organization. The third criterion was the interviewee’s duration of employment. We used this as a proxy for the interviewee’s level of proficiency, which has been shown to have an influence on the way individuals deal with situations within their professional environment (Dreyfus & Dreyfus, 1988). We used this criterion, as we wanted to see how persons with different levels of proficiency use their PWS. In addition to the three sampling dimensions, Table 1 gives the pseudonym of all interviewees, their job description and the sector their organization is located in.

4 Perspectives on Personal Workspaces

In our study, we found four perspectives that our interviewees had taken with respect to their PWS arrangements: archive, perpetual beta, personal branding and territory. These perspectives will be described below. Additionally, we have found evidence that helped us to re-formulate our PWS definition: We identified two types of elements that formed PWS arrangements. The first type were artefacts. These are objects, which are created or enacted by their users through an intentional process (Borgo et al., 2011, 11; Orlikowski, 2008, 460). We found artifacts, which were related to ICT—e.g., computers, smartphones or software products—and others, which were not—e.g., physical documents or physical notebooks. The second type of elements were human information sources. These were persons, who acted as providers of information. All interviewees’ PWS comprised combinations of these two types of elements. Based on this empirical findings, we redefine PWS (in a narrow sense) as an arrangement of computer artifacts and non-computer artifacts as well as human information sources, which KWs use as a tool to support their work.

4.1 Archive

The first PWS perspective is labelled archive. It addresses the observed stance of individuals with respect to the maintenance of a set of elements within their PWS that are solely dedicated to the storage of information. KWs enact their PWS as archives by defining the elements to be archived, the storage location and the way of retrieval. In turn, the PWSs enact KWs as archivists by providing access to traceable, permanently stored information.

Our interview partners were often confronted with work situations in which access to information was important. This was typically triggered by the need to have arguments at hand, why certain actions had been taken in the past. In reaction to such ‘threats’, interviewees seemed to prepare themselves by maintaining archiving artifacts within their PWS. DON, for example, used an extensive folder structure, where he filed any piece of information that he could get hold of. SAM prepared himself for unexpected requests by maintaining a database, where he equally filed information very tidily. DON described the need for his archive in the following example, where he had to argue for a strategic decision with respect to a customer before the management board:

You know, in this case [when DON has to argue, why he had decided in a certain way] you need to have things at hand. Ok, if I need something, I go into the competitor folder [of his structure of folders]/ I take out what I need and then I can show it. And you simply have to prepare this for that case.1

DON

---

1 With regard to the original-voice statements in this text, we use the slash-characters (/) to indicate a semantic break in the speech, three dots in square brackets to indicate an omissions of words and square brackets to indicate an amendment by the authors.
JOHN thought about his PWS in a similar way. For him, too, archiving was a basic need. Although he admitted to hardly ever look up things in his archive, it seemed to give him a good feeling to know that he could, if necessary. For him archiving seemed to be done for archiving’s sake:

*These other artifacts [points to a group of artifacts in the diagram that had been constructed in the course of interview two] are only for archiving, I rarely read them more than once.*

JOHN

There, however, seemed to be a trade-off between putting information into an archive and having information readily at hand. The reason for this lay in the circumstance that restoring typically took some time. Some of our interview partners, therefore, emphasized the importance to keep information in one’s memory as well. DON and INA, for example, lay great emphasis into memorizing monitoring results. They, however, admitted that memorized information was often inaccurate or could get lost after some time. Therefore, it had to be backed up with the original information, which could be kept in an archive. DON explained this as follows:

*In 95% of all cases [where DON has to argue for something], I can do it with my head [...] and the rest is reinforced by other means. [...] if it is all about a specific detail [...] You cannot keep that in mind, commonly. But then you know, okay, I have stored this detail/ I could go there [into his structure of folders] and look it up.*

DON

In contrast to DON or SAM, ONA did not maintain an archive herself. Once she had completed a task, there was typically no need for her to keep task related information anymore. She did not seem to feel the need to create and maintain a PWS artifact, which was only dedicated to archiving. Instead, she used already existing elements to restore information. In doing so, ONA’s PWS was adjusted to her work activities, which were more specific than those of DON. She typically performed tasks, which were completed after some time and did not need to be considered afterwards again. DON in contrast never knew, if a particular information could be valuable and, therefore, was in need to have a lot of information at hand.

With respect to archiving, we also found that some individuals seemed to extend their archives over their own PWS’s boundaries and maintained access to other’s archives as well. JAN, for instance, set high hopes in upcoming technical artifacts as the currently implemented ERP system. These artefacts would, so he argued, allow him to access high quality information. These artifacts, however, did not only provide access, but also determined a certain structure of information, which helped JAN to avoid additional translating effort and allowed him to use information immediately:

*From here on [points to one of the ladders that have been constructed in interview three], I want to increase the quality of information. And how am I supposed to do this? By providing technical aids. [...] For me it is important that I can set on a technical aid like an ERP system/ that I can be sure: I have the status of production at one sight.*

JAN

The potential future access to the company’s ERP system was an appreciated shortcut to information for JAN. While at the moment he had to collect all this information manually, the ERP system would allow him to reduce his information gathering to a smaller amount. We have found similar situations with DON too. He was looking forward to the implementation of a CRM system. This system was intended to have similar impact as JAN’s ERP system. He described it as a shortcut to information, which would have to be collected from other sources, otherwise. In both cases, the system seemed to take the role of a PWS element, which was used to claim information with a certain structure from other information sources.

4.2 Perpetual beta

*Perpetual beta* refers to the observed stance of individuals seeing their PWS as being based on some conceived plan, which is subject to continuous change and instability, triggered by certain stimuli. KWs enact their PWSs as perpetual betas by constantly adapting its structure to approach a probably unstable ideal state. In turn, the PWSs enact KWs as explorers, who can experiment with their PWSs in a testing plant atmosphere.

PWS arrangements did not seem to be steady over time. They were constantly changed by their creators. JAN described his PWS as an efficient tool, which he had constructed thoroughly. He, however, admitted
that he was aware of the threat that this tool might get inefficient after some time. Whenever this hap-
pended, he changed it. JOHN similarly described his dealing with his PWS. He explained that he had
observed some psychological strain with respect to his PWS that rose when his PWS arrangement got
inefficient. This typically caused him to change the structure of his PWS from time to time:

*It is always the same, you feel the pain and it is coming and coming and sometime, the critical point is reached, where I
decide that I need an application or a new computer – if it got too slow – or I have to restart it [the computer] because
there is no more swap or anything else [...]*

JOHN

Similar notions could be found with other interviewees as well. ABU explained how he allowed some
change within parts of his PWS. This was often necessary as environmental conditions – e.g., project
teams – changed. Other areas, however, were kept stable. There were only three important artifacts
within his PWS – his laptop, his smartphone and a physical notebook – that remained unchanged. JAN
continuously collected information about measuring devices and stored them in a spreadsheet. In our
first interview, he emphasizes that this artifact, to him, was definitely an intermediate solution, which
he was looking forward to be replaced by a ‘proper solution’. Three months later, when we met for the
second time, he showed the new solution that he had lately replaced his old spreadsheet with, to admin-
ister this information in a more efficient way, as he said.

Intermediateness of PWS solutions was described as an important issue by several of our interviewees.
We think this can be described as an inner desire of individuals to keep their PWS open for innovation. DON admitted that he sometimes installed new software if he thought it could help with an existing
problem. Likewise, CODY explicitly named ‘interesting new software’ as a separate artifact in his PWS.

What results from this desire to try out new things, however, is a conflict between allowing oneself to
innovate and omitting innovation. On the one hand, innovation might save time, enhance quality or
enable new activities by providing new functions to the individual. On the other hand it can take precious
time and, therefore, be ‘inefficient’. ABU addressed this conflict in his description of the three important
PWS elements that he calls his ‘inner toolset’:

*I certainly like to try out new things. I try to keep the base technologies, which support – so to speak – my personal
management, constant – I could not stand a change of these technologies every two months, because that would drive me
wild. There must not be any time wasted on that – these are my tools and they have to work – that is it.*

ABU

Whenever the trial or implementation of new artifacts could be proved to be an increase of value or a
decrease of cost, it seemed that interviewees endorse constant change. CODY emphasized that he could
always initiate a change of artifacts in his very restrictive company’s environment, if only he could argue
its benefits to the company’s authorities. Likewise, JAN said that he had the freedom to change his PWS,
if only the change yielded a higher state of efficiency and could, therefore, be argued with positive
outcomes.

We found several triggers for change. JOHN asked for artifact recommendations on the Internet and
normally considered suggestions from his community on the fly. DON was in active contact with people
outside his company, whose solutions he sometimes adopted, if he liked them, although he had no cer-
tainty about its outcome. Moreover, he described that the company’s ERP system, which was part of his
PWS, had been replaced by a new system by order of the company. Finally, OMA used software macros
to customize her PWS. Some of her colleagues were very experienced in macro-creation. If she saw a
new macro in use that she liked, she adopted it for her own PWS.

4.3 Personal branding

*Personal branding* refers to the observed stance of individuals with respect to their PWS as an aid to
conveying a self-conception to themselves and others. KWs enact their PWSs as personal brandings by
creating a self-conception that is embedded into the use of elements. In turn, the PWSs enact KWs as
brands by presenting their self-conception to other.

We found that some of our interviewees described their PWS as a collection of work-related information.
In contrast to the archive perspective, however, this collection of information was not used for storage
purposes, but rather as a way of self-identification. This means that the PWS was intended to reflect one’s own work. In that, it could be understood as a surrogate for a tangible product of work that could be shown to others to prove one’s profession. **Sam**, for instance, centered his PWS on a small ‘database’, where he stored all his issued press releases as well as the newspaper articles that resulted from them. The central motive behind this was to have a tangible product that he could use in case he wanted to show his work to others, for example, for the purpose of applying for a new job:

*That is why I do this [collecting work related information in his own database], I think. One could say it is for my own ego or anything like that – if one would like to apply for another job, anywhere else – you can say: In 2008 the reporting was that way and in 2009 it was that way, because I have implemented these measures.* **Sam**

**Don** used his extensive structure of folders in a similar manner, to keep anything that had been done by him. This collection was primarily an archive for him. It, however, also served as an identity building thing for him and his work that he also proudly present to others.

Some of our interviewees deliberately used their PWS description to generate a certain image of themselves by using symbols in their PWS descriptions. **John**, for instance, repeatedly used brand names of PWS artifacts to distinguish himself from others. He also used other predicates with respect to his PWS organization that seemed to contribute to an inner picture of himself. Some of these predicates were ‘net-generation’, ‘premium user’ or ‘techies as we are’. **Ona** acted likewise. She decidedly emphasize the technical terminology that was attached to her job. Her PWS artefacts, for example, included ‘A-Creeping’ and ‘Curve Steeper’ algorithms or allowed her to calculate a ‘Snow-Ball-Digital-Reverse-Dual-Currency-Range-Approval’. The PWS seemed to offer a good possibility to maintain a favorable image of oneself and to use this to form one’s own reputation and the opinion that others have of oneself. Moreover, people also seemed to maintain these images for themselves as **John** explained in the following statement, where he describes why he uses a particular artefact in his PWS:

*I simply want to believe that I am an autonomous actor, who knows what he needs and what is good for him.* **John**

### 4.4 Territory

**Territory** refers to the observed stance of individuals demanding the freedom to design their own PWS unconditionally and without others interfering with their decisions. KWs enact their PWSs as territories by taking PWS elements into possession and controlling their use. In turn, the PWSs enact KWs as territory possessors by providing a well-known set of elements that they can rely on.

Comprehensibility of PWS elements was an important notion for many of our interview partners. Some of our interview partners emphasized the need to understand how a particular PWS element worked. **Cody** used a self-made spreadsheets in his PWS to collect all relevant information about a customer in one place. This spreadsheet also contained calculations and programming elements. Although similar spreadsheets were provided by the organization, **Cody** had preferred to reinvent this artifact to understand how it worked. **Riley**, likewise, could have used an organizationally provided report about the status-quo of all ongoing enhancement projects in his company. This report, however, came with a software bug and did not always provide correct information. **Riley**, therefore, had rebuilt the report for himself as he explained in the following statement:

*There is a report, which retrieves all enhancements for me [...] though it would be interesting to me, it is not quite correct. [...] I have straightened it once – only for me in an Excel sheet – and if I now see that a new ER [enhancement request] is coming in, I directly import it into my own list.* **Riley**

Apart from comprehension, a second set of phenomena strongly influenced our interviewees’ viewing of their PWSs as a territories. This was the desire to be able to unconditionally design one’s own PWS. This desire was mentioned by several of our interview partners. **Sam** used a database to collect all his monitoring results. He emphasized that he wanted to be and stay in full charge of that artifact. Therefore, he maintained this database in his private sphere of artifacts to avoid possible restrictions that could be imposed by his company’s authorities.
Using private artifacts – in general – was a prominent strategy of our interviewees to maintain control within their PWSs. **SAM** used this strategy with his monitoring database. **CODY**, likewise, secured access to his customers by giving them his private phone number. **DON** used a private laptop to circumvent the corporate ICT infrastructure and **JAN** synchronized his office computer with his private one with the help of a free web service. Team colleagues of **INA** even operated a private Web server in their department to secure certain functionality for the team. The desire to design one’s PWS free of any restrictions was even strong enough to persuade individuals to decidedly violate corporate policies. **DON** explained how he avoided to use the corporate operating system by using his own computer.

*Yes, I bypass it [the corporately provided computer operating system Linux] in any case. And I bypass it decidedly, because Linux cannot offer those things I need...*  

**DON**

In addition to our interviewees’ desire to maintain control within their own PWS, we have also found attempts where individuals seemed to extend control to others’ PWSs as well. **JAN** used a self-made software to manage all kinds of process-related information. This software was a central part of his PWS, but was used by other persons within the company as well. **JAN**, however, was the only person, who was in full charge of this software. This allowed him to predetermine how the software could and must be used by others:

*There is always the risk that I could lose my overview, if everybody could create, store and distribute documents [in the self-made software]. But with the help of this software, every template, every document has to cross my table [...] because I have assigned the administrative privileges.*  

**JAN**

**ABU** had created a similar artifact. He used an Intranet platform, whose structure could only be edited by him. His colleagues had to use this platform in exactly the way, he had predetermined for them:

*And there is this other topic [the Intranet platform that **ABU** had implemented]/ where I/ the Intranet and all this, I have simply established this platform in exactly the way I wanted to have it [emphasizes the last words; Short break] for 50 people – full stop.*  

**ABU**

5 Discussion

This paper contributes to our understanding of how KWs deal with their freedom of choice with respect to their PWS. We found four PWS perspectives that individuals have been taking with respect to their PWS arrangements. These perspectives extend our understanding of the PWS in a narrow sense – an arrangement of computer artifacts and non-computer artifacts as well as human information sources, which KWs use as a tool to support their work. Although the PWS can be described as a tool, there are other perspectives on it that partially diverge from its tool notion.

The found perspectives open new possibilities to understand how KWs’ PWS use influences task performance (Locke et al., 1984, 250). Task performance – the extent to which an individual contributes to the creation of goods/services that its organization produces (Motowidlo & Van Scotter, 1994, 476) – was found to be directly influenced by the level of focus and distraction of the performing individual. **Focus** denotes the attention of an individual towards task completion, task-related thoughts or task reappraisal (Smallwood et al., 2003, 171). **Distraction** demands attention capacities of individuals and leads to making priorities, taking cognitive shortcuts and ignoring certain stimuli and tasks (Baron, 1986, 29). Task performance was found lower when individuals were distracted in task execution, for instance, by the execution of self-management activities that did not belong to the actual task. Individuals were then found to be in need of more time for task completion, have a higher error rates or experience a worse affective state (Bailey & Konstant, 2006, 701).

The two PWS perspectives **archive** and **territory** seem to influence task execution in a focusing way. We found that archive supported **attention towards task completion**: Knowledge workers could use their archive to retrieve information quicker than if they had to look them up again. Likewise, archive enabled KWs to store large amounts of data, which could eventually be helpful in the execution of other tasks or even the current task in a way that had initially not been considered and, thus, supported **task-related thoughts**. **Territory supported task reappraisal**: KWs could use the deep understanding of their PWS arrangement to develop new strategies to accomplish task objectives.
The two PWS perspectives personal branding and perpetual beta rather seemed to influence task execution in a distracting way. Both showed characteristics of demanding attention capacities. If used as an identity-builder, KWs invested work time into constructing and maintaining their self-conception. When KWs maintained their perpetual beta PWS, they invest work time into acquiring new artifacts and integrating them into their PWS arrangement. Both activities, therefore, demanded resources that otherwise could have been spend on performing the actual tasks. This potentially lowers task performance.

Despite its potentially distracting momentum the latter two PWS perspectives, however, might also positively contribute to task performance: They can contribute to the KWs perceived enjoyment of work, which can positively affect acceptance and utilization of technology (Heijden, 2004, 701). If KWs attach positive associations to their PWS elements, this might increase their task performance by stimulating their focused task execution. This is supported by the findings of emotional theorists, who propose that positive emotions broaden the focus of attention and the scope of cognition and enhance performance (Fredrickson, 1998, 309-313). Their positive affect on satisfaction can, therefore, improve task performance (Cherrington et al., 1971, 535), as Ina explained in her own words:

If I can freely design my own workspace [...] the result is primarily that I feel well and if I feel well, I enjoy working and if I enjoy working, I am better at what I am doing and if I am better, I am more effective. Ina

6 Implications

The presented PWS perspectives articulate the multifaceted nature of PWS arrangements in the context of knowledge work. Our work’s findings, therefore, have important implications for future research and practice. First, the found PWS perspectives complement the predominant image in research and practice that shows the PWS as a tool or tool-set for work. We have shown that the aspect of work support is definitely included in individuals’ perceptions of PWSs, but is overlaid with other aspects, such as the desire to convey a particular image to oneself and others. Second, the presented perspectives are focused on the knowledge work activity monitoring. The PWS concept, however, is not necessarily limited to this activity. We, therefore, suggest to widen the research scope and include other activities as well. We also think that the found perspectives deserve empirical validation on a larger sample. Third, the presented PWS perspectives offer a promising way for KWs and organizations to get guidance for the conduction and management of self-organization. KWs can benefit from the insights of our research as we could show that self-organization can cause both challenges (e.g., inefficiency that emerges from perpetual beta) and benefits (e.g., work support that emerges from archive). While PWS can be something vital and beneficial in terms of addressing niche role problems that are not considered by corporate authorities, they also may lead to a loss of control and efficiency. Bearing this in mind, KWs can inform their approach and think about its appropriateness in the situation at hand. Organizations can benefit from our research insights as they offer them new sights on PWS management: The presented PWS perspectives emphasize a stronger relationship between individual and PWS. The PWS neither can be viewed as independent from the individual nor can the individual be viewed as independent from the PWS. Therefore, an adjustment of technology – for example, a ban on certain software products – does not only affect the PWS, but also affects KWs personally.
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